A general modelfor the sinusoidal convective operation of a two-compartmentmembraneenzymereactor was suggested to investigate theoretically the effect of ultra filtration on reactor performance. From a phenomenological theory for membraneand solvent balance in the two regions separated by an ultra filtration membrane,a pair of governing equations and physically meaningful dimensionless variables were obtained. Damkohlernumber(A2), ratio of convective to diffusive fluxes (F) and dimensionless frequency (W) well explained the behavior of the reactor in batch mode, and residence time parameter (X"1) was added to study the performance in continuous mode.
Introduction
The immobilization of enzymes using semipermeable membranehas attracted the interest of many bioengineers in several aspects. Physical entrapment of enzyme in membranedevices such as ultra filtration cells or hollow-fiber modules allows easier handling of enzyme reaction.10) The membrane acts as a barrier for separating enzyme from substrate whenthe mixture of reactant and product is ultra filtered after reaction,6) or segregated from substrate solution during reaction.7) Thus in the latter case substrate molecules should pass the membrane phase to reach catalytic sites on the enzyme.There are two types of transfer mechanismfor contact of the substrate with the enzyme: diffusive and convective transport. Waterland et al.8) have considered the diffusive flux across the sponge region of hollow fiber theoretically, and confirmed their model by experiments.9) Their paper commentedon ultra filtration effect on the total substrate flux in view of enzyme washout. On the other hand, convective transport plays a major role in the study of Alfani et al.x) They made a gel layer of enzymeand polymer on the ultra filtration membrane through which substrate passes and reacts with enzyme in the gel layer. their own. However,the assumption in the derivation of the theory is so qualitative that the theory cannot be used to study the phenomenaoccurring in the reactor. In a recent paper, Furusaki and Miyauchi3) considered the diffusion contribution to reactant transport by solving a convective-diffusion equation with boundary conditions analogous to those of the penetration theory. The analysis showed how the concentration on the membranesurface was renewed and transport rate increased. It is the purpose of the present investigation to propose a macroscopic model containing convective and diffusive fluxes for the reactor developed by Furusaki et at. and to show that convective transport helps the substrate to meet the enzyme in the diffusion-controlled region. The model equations are made into dimensionless forms from which a number of dimensionless parameters having physical significance can be extracted. In addition, it can be shown that it is possible theoretically to induced alternating convective transport by flow oscillation. The oscillatory flow is introduced into the reactor by a pulsatile feed stream, and the difference between the pulsatile feed and the steady outflow is applied to the membranebarrier. If we assume that concentration polarization is small enough to be neglected and Jv varies sinusoidally without time lag, the resulting mass balances are:
dt where
Jv= Pa sin (cot)
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Equations (2) and (3) represent the solvent balance, while Eqs. (4) and (5) stand for the solute balance.
The solute flux in Eq. (6) is the outcome from Eq. (1) and Eq. (7) means the arbitrary sinusoidal variation of solvent flux. The kinetic equation for the reaction and (12) with Eqs. (15) and (16), we see that when Lsd equals F, the latter pair of equations reduces to the former. Therefore, the cyclic operation resulting from pressure swing leads to the same performance of the flow pulsation.
Numerical Simulation and Discussion
The governing Eqs. (ll) and (12) are simulated by varying the parameters L, W, F and X2. In the following analysis Kmwas set to 1.
Batch operation
The parameter L standing for feed flow rate was set to zero so that the reactor is operated in batch mode. Figure 3 shows that substrate concentration declines in a cyclic manner. where SOnrepresents the intial value of 5j in the n-ih cycle and xn ranges from n to 2n. Equation (20) is explained by Fig. 4 . Connecting the mid-points in the forward cycle, we calculate the decay slope, which is The inefficiency in using sine wave is not so large as expected because diffusion occurs during pressure swing operation.
Continuous operation
The performance of the membrane/enzyme reactor in continuous mode is simulated by varying X2 with F and L as parameters. For illustration, a concentration oscillation is shown in Fig. 7 . Substrate solution moves into the enzyme side during the forward cycle and substrate concentration increases in both CQmpartments; concentration declines during the backward cycle due to depletion in the enzyme side and dilution in the substrate side. By calculating mean values of the wave, weobtain the conversion. 
Conclusion
The present study provides a fundamental view of the cyclic operation in a membrane/enzymereactor such as hollow fiber enzyme reactor and ultra filtration cell reactor by lumping the system into two compartmentsand using a phenomenologicallaw of transport in the membrane. Parameteric study of governing equations gives some notion about order of magnitude of parameters to make pressure swing effective for enhancing reactor performance. In addition, pulsed flow into enzyme reactor gives rise to the sameconsequences as the pressure swing theoretically, and the operation may be used for improving enzymereactor performance-. 
